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Abstract. This work concerns the use of default knowledge in concept
learning from positive and negative examples. Two connectives are added
to a description logics, C-CLASSIC, previously defined for concept learn-
ing. The new connectives (δ and ε) allow to express the idea that some
properties of a given concept definition are default properties, and that
some properties that should belong to the concept definition actually
do not (these are excepted properties). When performing concept learn-
ing both hypotheses and examples are expressed in this new description
logics but prior to learning, a saturation process using default and non
default rules has to be applied to the examples in order to add default and
excepted properties to their definition. As in the original C-CLASSIC,
disjunctive learning is performed using a standard greedy set covering
algorithm whose generalization operator is the Least Common Subsumer
operator of C-CLASSICδε. We exemplify concept learning using default
knowledge in this framework and show that explicitly expressing default
knowledge may result in simpler concept definitions.

1 Introduction

The general aim of concept learning consists of inducing hypotheses from a set of
examples of an unknown target concept. The choice of the concept (and there-
fore hypothesis) and example languages is very important in this framework.
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP, [15,17]) studies learning within the frame-
work provided by clausal logic. However, the language is often restricted to Horn
clauses for complexity reasons. Description Logics (DLs) are other restrictions of
first-order logic1 in which the subsumption computation and its complexity have
1 Note that comparing the expressive power of DLs and restrictions of First Order

Logic used in ILP is still an open issue [7].
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been deeply studied [11]. Several ILP approaches presented a learning framework
where the learned theories or the entailment relation are non-monotonic (e.g.
[1,9]) in order to put emphasis on the problems that cannot be captured by clas-
sical definite logic programs. We propose here to learn in a framework combining
rules, default rules and a description logics allowing to handle default knowledge.
In our approach, concept learning is performed in two steps. First, we use both
default rules and strict rules in order to extend the definitions of the examples
by adding default properties and excepted properties. Then, concept learning
is performed using subsumption and Least Common Subsumer algorithms that
handle examples and hypothesis including such default and excepted properties.

The description logics used here, C-CLASSICδε [23,22], extends C-CLASSIC
with two non classical connectives (δ,ε) used to represent default knowledge. C-
CLASSIC is one of the most expressive previously known tractable DL, which
preserves its good computational properties both for subsumption and PAC-
learnability. The connective δ intuitively represents the common notion of de-
fault. For instance, having δV iviparous as a conjunct in the definition of the
concept Mammal states that mammals are generally viviparous. The connec-
tive ε is used to represent a property that is not present in the description of
the concept or of the instance but that should be. Thus, for instance, being a
mammal, an ornithorynchus2 should be viviparous since mammals are generally
viviparous. However, an ornithorynchus is “exceptional” w.r.t. this property (i.e.
it has the property V iviparousε) as it is an oviparous mammal.
Default and excepted properties can be deduced by applying default rules closely
related to Reiter’s normal defaults. For instance, the Reiter’s normal default
Bird(x):Fly(x)

Fly(x) is interpreted as ”if x is a bird and if it is consistent that x can fly
then infer that x can fly”. Note that this default rule handles in the same way
particular birds that cannot fly, as penguins, and non flying animals as cats for
instance: nothing is deduced. In our framework, the rule corresponding to the
previous normal default is Bird(x) →d Fly(x) which is interpreted as ”if x is a
bird and if it is consistent (i.e. not incoherent) that x can fly then infer that x
generally flies (δFly(x) is inferred) else infer that x is exceptional w.r.t. Fly
(Flyε(x) is inferred). In this framework, we infer that a bird generally flies, that
penguins are exceptional w.r.t. Fly and nothing is deduced concerning cats.
Such default rules together with strict rules (i.e. non default rules) allowing
to express incoherences (e.g. Fly � Inapt-to-fly → ⊥3) are used to extend the
description of the examples prior to learning.

As in the original C-CLASSIC, disjunctive learning is performed using a stan-
dard greedy set covering algorithm whose generalization operator is the Least
Common Subsumer operator of C-CLASSICδε. The computation of the sub-
sumption relation of C-CLASSICδε, that is used to check whether a hypothesis
covers an example, has been proved to be correct, complete and polynomial.
Furthermore, C-CLASSICδε is PAC-learnable [23,21,25].

2 Ornithoryncus = duck-billed platypus.
3 ⊥ is used to denote incoherences
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some needed background
information on the C-CLASSICδε description logics. Learning and saturation
process in C-CLASSICδε are described in sections 3 and 4 together with a com-
parison with learning in C-CLASSIC. Finally, in section 5 we briefly discuss
related work in DLs and ILP fields and we present future work.

2 C-CLASSICÆ�

Description Logics are a family of knowledge representation formalisms which
stem from KL-ONE [3]. Several systems have been built based on DLs (e.g.
CLASSIC [2], FLEX [18]) and they have been used in real-world applications
(e.g. CLASSIC in [20]). Besides, DLs facilitate the use of background knowledge
and are more expressive than attribute-value representations. The field of DLs
has received increased attention over the recent years in the Machine Learning
community (e.g. [14,7,6]). These previous approaches used terminological lan-
guages unable to define concepts with default properties whereas allowing for
default properties in concept definitions is frequently required in applications
where few concepts can be strictly defined with necessary and sufficient proper-
ties [12].
In DLs, a concept is defined as a set of properties satisfied by individuals that
are instances of the concept. These properties are expressed by terms that are
built from atomic concepts and roles and from a set of connectives. Concepts
are partially ordered by a subsumption relation which expresses the inclusion
relation between concepts and is usually based on a standard model-based log-
ical semantics. The subsumption relation in C-CLASSICδε which is central for
the learning task is presented in section 2.2. Knowledge is mainly separated into
two components: a terminological component (T-box) which contains the defi-
nition of concepts and an assertional component (A-box) containing statements
about individuals. We assume here that the A-box is empty since we represent
the examples using the terminological language presented in section 2.1 (see sec-
tion 3 for more details about examples). Section 2.3 presents the Least Common
Subsumer operation in C-CLASSICδε which is the generalization operator used
during the learning process.

2.1 Terminological Language

The connectives of C-CLASSICδε are the connectives of C-CLASSIC [7] plus
the connectives δ and ε introduced in ALδε [8]. The terminological language of
C-CLASSICδε is defined using a set R of atomic roles, a set P of atomic concepts,
the constants � and ⊥, a set I of individuals (called classic-individuals), and the
following syntactic rule (C and D are concepts, P is a atomic concept, R is a
atomic role, u is a real, n is an integer and Ii are classic-individuals):

C, D → � the most general concept
| ⊥ the most specific concept
| P atomic concept
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| ONE-OF {I1. . . In} concept in extension
| MINu u is a real number
| MAXu u is a real number
| C � D concept conjunction
| ∀R : C value restriction
| R FILLS {I1. . . In} subset of values for R
| R AT -LEAST n cardinality for R (minimum)
| R AT -MOST n cardinality for R (maximum)
| δC default concept
| Cε exception to the concept C

This syntactic rule is used to define terms of C-CLASSICδε.
Example: Student � δ(publications AT-LEAST 4) � ∀age:MAX 27 � publications
FILLS {JAIR,AI} � ∀publications: (∀year: ONE-OF{97,98,99}) describes all
the students who generally have at least four publications, are less than 27 years
old, have at least one publication in JAIR and AI, and whose publications have
been published in the years 97, 98 or 99.
Defining a concept4 means giving a name A to a term T of the C-CLASSICδε

language using the expression A ≡ C.
Example: Mammal ≡ Animal � δV iviparous � Vertebrate
A T-box of C-CLASSICδε is composed of concept definitions.

2.2 Subsumption in C-CLASSICδε

In DLs, concepts are organized in a taxonomy via a subsumption relation. Con-
cerning the strict part of C-CLASSICδε, subsumption in C-CLASSICδε is equiv-
alent to subsumption in C-CLASSIC. More precisely, a concept C is subsumed
by a concept D if C has (explicitly or implicitly) all properties of D. In our
framework, we must distinguish strict and default properties. Roughly speaking,
a concept C is subsumed by a default property if its definition contains either
the default property, the strict property or the excepted property. For instance,
δF ly subsumes concepts having explicitly or implicitly either δF ly, Fly or Flyε

in their definition, while concepts whose definition does not mention anything
(strict, default, exception, exception of exception . . .) about Viviparous are not
subsumed by δV iviparous.
Example :
Bird ≡ Animal � Has-Wings � δF lies (a bird generally flies)
Penguin ≡ Animal � Has-Wings � δ(Fliesε) (a penguin is generally exceptional
w.r.t. Flies) � δInapt-to-fly (a penguin is generally inapt to fly)
SuperPenguin ≡ Animal � Has-Wings � (Fliesε)ε (a Superpenguin is an ex-
ception to an exception since it is an exceptional Penguin) � Inapt-to-flyε (a
SuperPenguin is exceptional w.r.t. Inapt-to-Fly since it can fly)
With these definitions, Bird subsumes Penguin and SuperPenguin (δF lies
both subsumes δ(Fliesε) and (Fliesε)ε). SuperPenguin is subsumed by
Penguin (δ(Fliesε) subsumes (Fliesε)ε and δ Inapt-to-fly subsumes Inapt-to-
flyε). Note that if Bird and SuperPenguin were defined with the strict prop-
erty Fly and Penguin with the strict property Inapt-to-fly, Penguin would no
4 Note that cyclic concept definitions are not allowed.
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more be subsumed by Bird and SuperPenguin would no more be subsumed by
Penguin.
More formally, let C and D be two elements of C-CLASSICδε, C � D, i.e. D
subsumes C, iff C satisfies the strict properties of D, and satisfies or is explicitly
“exceptional” w.r.t. the default properties of D.
The definition of the subsumption of C-CLASSICδε is based on an “equational
system” fully defined in [22] called EQ. EQ is a set of axioms defining the main
properties of the C-CLASSICδε connectives (e.g. the axiom A � B = B � A
expresses the commutativity of concept conjunction, the axioms A � δA = A
and Aε � δA = Aε express a subsumption relationship between A and δA (A is
subsumed by δA) and between Aε and δA (Aε is subsumed by δA), the axiom
δδA = δA expresses the idempotence of δ).
Let =EQ denote the equality (modulo EQ axioms) between two terms of C-
CLASSICδε. Subsumption in C-CLASSICδε is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Subsumption) Let C and D be two elements of C-CLASSICδε,
C � D, i.e. D subsumes C, iff C �D =EQ C.

In DLs, the subsumption computation (for instance C � D) is performed in two
steps. First C and D are expanded (i.e. their definition is then exclusively made
up of atomic concepts and roles). This expansion step allows us to take into
account the background knowledge linked to the T-box. Then, a subsumption
algorithm is applied on them.
In [23,22], a polynomial-time, complete and correct subsumption algorithm based
on the equational system has been designed for C-CLASSIC and C-CLASSICδε.
This algorithm computes normal form of concepts according to the equational
system, this normalisation step will be used during the saturation process. This
subsumption is not a pure syntactic relation like θsubsumption. It is a seman-
tic relation like logical implication or generalized subsumption [4]. Indeed, the
subsumption takes into account the whole T-box which expresses a kind of back-
ground knowledge. In other words, the subsumption relation corresponds to log-
ical implication within C-CLASSICδε.

2.3 Least Common Subsumer in C-CLASSICδε

As mentioned above, learning in C-CLASSICδε relies both on the subsumption
relation and on the computation of the Least Common Subsumer (LCS)5 of two
concept definitions. The definition of the LCS in C-CLASSICδε is as follows:

Definition 2 (LCS in C-CLASSICδε) LCS(A,B) → C ∈ C-CLASSICδε if
and only if A � C and B � C (C subsumes both A and B),  ∃ D, D ∈ C-
CLASSICδε such that A � D, B � D and D is strictly subsumed by C.

An LCS algorithm has been designed for C-CLASSICδε in [23,24]. It has been
proved that this algorithm is correct and polynomial, and that the LCS is unique.
5 In the framework of DLs, the notion of Least Common Subsumer has been introduced

by Borgida, Cohen and Hirsh in [5].
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Example:
C ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � With-beak � Oviparous � Has-teats � Viviparousε

� ∀weight:MIN 20 � ∀age:MAX 15
D ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � Has-teats � V iviparous � ∀weight:MIN 10 �
∀age:MAX 10
LCS(C,D) = Animal � Vertebrate � Has-teats � δV iviparous � ∀weight:MIN
10 � ∀age:MAX 15

3 Learning in C-CLASSIC

Cohen and Hirsh [7,6] give theoretical and experimental results on the learn-
ability of description logics. In particular, they prove that C-CLASSIC is PAC-
learnable.
From a practical point of view, the authors propose several algorithms allowing
to learn concepts of C-CLASSIC from positive and negative examples of these
concepts. The language of both concepts and examples is the terminological lan-
guage of the DL.
The covers relation that specifies how hypotheses relate to examples is the sub-
sumption relation: an hypothesis H covers an exemple e if and only if e � H
(i.e. H subsumes e). The aim is then to find a hypothesis H that covers all pos-
itive examples (completeness) and none of the negative examples (consistency).
As C-CLASSIC only contains a limited kind of disjunction (the ONE-OF con-
nective), many target concepts of practical interest cannot be expressed using a
single term of C-CLASSIC. One way to overcome this limitation is to consider
algorithms which learn a disjunction of terms rather than a single term, i.e. a
hypothesis H such that H ≡ H1 ∨ H2 . . . ∨ Hn (however, note that the con-
nectives δ et ε allow to limit the number of disjuncts used to represent concepts
(see section 4.3)). The cover of an example is then as follow :
If H ≡ H1 ∨ H2 . . . ∨ Hn and e is a concept, then H covers e if and only if ∃
Hi, e � Hi (i.e. Hi subsumes e)
The basic idea behind the LCSLEARNDISJ algorithm described in [7] is to use
the LCS to implement a specific-to-general greedy search for hypotheses that
cover many positive examples and no negative examples (this approach is simi-
lar to GOLEM [16] where multi-clause Prolog predicates are learned).
Example 1
Let E+={e1, e2, e3, e4} be a set of positive examples of the concept to learn and
E−={ce1} a set of negative examples of this concept.
e1 ≡ Animal � Viviparous � Vertebrate � Barks.
e2 ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � Oviparous � Has-teats.
e3 ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � Flies � Quacks.
e4 ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � Lives-in-Antartica � Has-Wings � Inapt-to-fly.
ce’1 ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � Lives-in-the-sea � Scales.
Results :
LCSLEARNDISJ computes the Least Common Subsumer of various subsets of
positive examples. Since all the computed LCS (e.g. Animal � Vertebrate) cover
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the negative example, no consistent generalization can be performed. As a conse-
quence, LCSLEARNDISJ returns the disjunction of the description of the four
positive examples: (Animal � Viviparous � Vertebrate � Barks) ∨ (Animal �
Vertebrate � Oviparous � Has-teats) ∨ (Animal � Vertebrate � Flies � Quacks)
∨ (Animal � Vertebrate � Lives-in-Antartica � Has-Wings � Inapt-to-fly).
In this example, we can see that for instance e1 and e2 have more in common than
Animal � Vertebrate since e1 is viviparous and e2 has teats. However, the rela-
tionship between V iviparous and Has-teats can not be expressed in C-CLASSIC
since it is not a strict knowledge (i.e. it is neither true that all animals that have
teats are viviparous nor that all animals being viviparous have teats) and we
can not add V iviparous to e2 since it is oviparous (the same problem appears
with e3 that flies and e4 which has wings but which is inapt to fly). In other
words, e2 and e4 have exceptional properties but C-CLASSIC does not allow to
express these exceptional properties. We show in section 4 how the saturation
process allow to learn a more suited concept in C-CLASSICδε without explictly
expressing the exceptional properties of e2 and e4.

4 Learning in C-CLASSICÆ�

Learning in C-CLASSICδε is similar to learning in C-CLASSIC. C-CLASSICδε

has been proved PAC-learnable [23,21]. The same LCSLEARNDISJ algorithm
can be used as polynomial subsumption and Least Common Subsumer algo-
rithms have been defined on C-CLASSICδε.
However, the example definitions have to be saturated prior to learning using
background knowledge. A part of this background knowledge is related to default
and excepted properties and it is used to add such properties in the positive and
negative examples. The learning problem for our framework is therefore defined
as follows:
Given: a set of T-box statements, a finite set of rules6 β (background knowl-
edge), and sets of C-CLASSICδε concepts E+, E− (positive and negative exam-
ples).
Build: sets of saturated examples E+’ and E−’ (E+’ and E−’ are the result of
the saturation process linked to β and applied on E+ and E−).
Find: a hypothesis H (disjuncts of C-CLASSICδε terms), such that H is complete
w.r.t. E+’ and consistent w.r.t. E−’.

4.1 Background Knowledge

The background knowledge β is composed of two sets of rules (C and D are
terms of C-CLASSICδε): a set Def of default rules in the form C →d D meaning
that if a concept is subsumed by C, it is generally subsumed by D, together with
a set Inc of strict incoherence rules in the form C→⊥ meaning that if a concept
is subsumed by C, it is incoherent. More precisely, the definition of Def and Inc
are the following:
6 The syntax of these rules is defined in section 4.1.
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Definition 3 (Def) Def is composed of m rules called R1,. . .,Rm such that Ri =
preconditioni →d Conclusioni where preconditioni is a term of C-CLASSIC7 and
Conclusioni a term of C-CLASSIC where the only allowed concept conjunctions
are in the value restriction of roles.

Definition 4 (Inc) Inc is composed of n rules called R1,. . .,Rn such that Ri =
preconditioni → ⊥ where preconditioni is a term of C-CLASSIC.

A rule of Def or Inc is applicable if its precondition subsumes the example.

4.2 Saturation Process

One of the main operations of the saturation process is to detect a potential
incoherence between the definition of an example and the conclusion of an ap-
plicable default rule in order to add a default property (no incoherence has been
detected) or an excepted property (an incoherence has been detected) to the
example.
We distinguish two kinds of incoherences: incoherences of type 1 and incoher-
ences of type 2.
An incoherence of type 1 corresponds to an incoherence linked to one or more
general axioms concerning the connectives of the language. For instance, child
AT -LEAST 2 � child AT -MOST 1 is incoherent and more generally for all role
R, R AT -LEAST m � R AT -MOST n is incoherent if m > n. These axioms
are expressed in the equational system of C-CLASSIC [23].
An incoherence of type 2 corresponds to an incoherence linked to a rule belong-
ing to Inc (e.g. Inapt-to-fly � Flies is incoherent).
It must be highlighted that in our framework incoherences are only linked to
strict knowledge. Indeed, a default property cannot be incoherent. This is the
reason why when there is no conflict between the conclusion of the default rule
and the current description of e’ we add δConclusion rather than Conclusion
which could later be in conflict with knowledge issued from other rules. Besides,
an excepted property never leads to an incoherence since an exception to a con-
cept does not correspond to a negation of this concept. For instance, Flyε � Fly
is not incoherent.
The fact that incoherences are linked only to strict knowledge has two impli-
cations. First, it allows us to be sure that the addition of default and excepted
properties will not further lead to incoherences. This guarantees the monotonic-
ity of the extension process. Besides, we can state that a term T of C-CLASSICδε

is incoherent if and only if the term T’ equivalent to T without default and ex-
cepted properties is incoherent. Thus, incoherence of type 1 can be detected by
translating a term of C-CLASSICδε into a term of C-CLASSIC (i.e. by removing

7 We could extend the process by using terms of C-CLASSICδε in the theory but our
goal is to show that we can obtain default and excepted properties from rules whose
precondition and conclusion are described using strict properties.
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default and excepted properties) and by applying the normalization procedure
defined for C-CLASSIC in [23]8.
The sketch of the extension algorithm is the following. Let e be an example de-
scribed by a term C of C-CLASSICδε, for each rule of Def we check whether C is
subsumed by the premisse of the rule. In order to achieve this task default and
excepted properties of C are removed and C’ the term of C-CLASSIC obtained is
compared with the premisse of the rule by applying the subsumption algorithm
designed for C-CLASSIC. If the premisse subsumes C’, we check if the conclu-
sion of the default rule is incoherent with C’ (i.e. if it leads to incoherences of
type 1 or 2). Incoherences of type 1 are detected by computing the normal form
of C’ � Conclusion using the normalization algorithm of C-CLASSIC terms. If
this normal form is equivalent to the denotation of ⊥, there is an incoherence.
Incoherences of type 2 are detected by verifying whether a premisse of a rule
belonging to Inc subsumes C’ � Conclusion. If any incoherence is detected the
conclusion is excepted and added to C (i.e. Conclusionε is added to C) otherwise
the conclusion of the rule by default (i.e. δConclusion) is added to C.

The extension algorithm is as follows :

Inputs: a term C of C-CLASSICδε, a set Def ={R1,. . .,Rn} of “default rules”, a
set Inc = {R’1,. . .,R’m} of strict incoherence rules.

Output: ENF-C the extended normal form of C.

External procedures used:
Removeδε(d): transforms a term d of C-CLASSICδε into a term of C-CLASSIC
by removing default and excepted properties of d (since incoherences concern only
strict properties).
Subsume(C,D): returns true if C subsumes D, C and D being two terms of C-
CLASSIC.
NF’(d): computes the normal form of a term d of C-CLASSIC.
BEGIN
C’ ← Removeδε(C)

For all Ri of Def such that Premissei→ Conclusioni and Subsume(Premissei,C’)
begin
Add ← false {* Add is true if an excepted property has been added *}
* Search for incoherences of type 1
if NF’(C’ � Conclusioni) = ⊥ {* Conclusioni is incoherent with the description
of C’ and C *}

then begin
C ← C � (Conclusion i)

ε

Add ← true
end

* Search for incoherences of type 2
if not Add then if there exists in Inc a premisse D such that Subsume(D,C’
� Conclusioni)

8 Applying this procedure on an incoherent term leads to normalize the term by ⊥
which denotes incoherences.
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then C ← C � (Conclusioni)
ε else C ← C � δConclusioni

end For all
END

Example
We consider example 1 described in section 3.
Let β a background knowledge made of two sets Inc and Def.
Def = {R1: Animal � Has-teats →d Viviparous, R2: Animal � Has-Wings →d

Flies, R3: Animal � Lives-in-the-sea � Scales →d Gills } is a set of default rules
meaning that generally animals having teats are viviparous, that generally an-
imals having wings fly and that generally animals with scales and living in the
sea have gills.
Inc = {R4: Viviparous � Oviparous → ⊥, R5: Inapt-to-fly � Flies → ⊥} is a set
of strict rules respectively meaning that an example can not be both oviparous
and viviparous and that it is impossible to fly and to be inapt to fly. We illustrate
now the saturation process on the example 1.
e’1 ≡ e1

e’2 ≡ e2 � Viviparousε

e’3 ≡ e3

e’4 ≡ e4 � Fliesε.
ce’1 ≡ ce1 � δGills.
Some explanations about the saturation of e2:
e2 verifies (i.e. is subsumed by) the precondition of R1. The addition of Viviparous
to e2 leads to an incoherence (Viviparous � Oviparous is subsumed by ⊥ from
R4). The property Viviparousε is added to e2. Adding this property makes it
possible to highlight that a part of e2 (Oviparous) is incoherent with Animal
� Has-teats →d Viviparous. This information can be useful during the learning
process described in the next section.

4.3 Learning in C-CLASSICδε vs. C-CLASSIC

Using the example 1 and the background knowledge described in the previous
section, we show now that, given the same positive and negative examples, C-
CLASSICδε allows to learn disjunctive concepts represented with less disjuncts
than concepts learned in C-CLASSIC.
LCSLEARNDISJ is applied on the saturated examples. The first disjunct learned
by the algorithm is LCS(e’1,e’2) (i.e. Animal � δViviparous9 � Vertebrate).
The examples e’1 and e’2 are then removed from the learning set. The next
learned disjunct is LCS(e’3,e’4) that covers these two positives examples and no
negative examples. The algorithm returns the following hypothesis: (Animal �
δViviparous � Vertebrate) ∨ (Animal � δFlies � Vertebrate).
The following instance: e ≡ Animal � Vertebrate � Lives-in-Australia � Wings
9 Note that this property does not belong to the LCS computed from the C-CLASSIC

definitions of e1 and e2. Now, this property is crucial since it prevents the nega-
tive example to be subsumed (let us remind that ce’1 has the properties Animal �
Vertebrate).
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� Big-feet � Inapt-to-fly is recognized by the definition learned in C-CLASSICδε:
the saturation process adds Fliesε to e and Animal � δFlies � Vertebrate sub-
sumes the saturated instance. Note that e is not recognized by the definition
learned in C-CLASSIC (see section 3).

5 Related and Further Work

Cohen and Hirsh suggest that learning systems based on description logics may
prove to be a useful complement to ILP systems. One issue is the investigation
of combining our framework and non-monotonic frameworks in ILP. In [9], the
authors present a framework for learning non-monotonic logic programs. Hence
given a background theory and a set of examples they generate a hypothesis
within the language bias of a subclass of non-monotonic logic programs10 that
covers all the positive examples and none of the negative examples. In such the-
ories in order to decide if an atom, A, holds they need to show that A can be
derived classically using some rule, r, for A and that ¬A can not be derived
classically using some rule r’ which is designated higher than the rule r by the
priority relation on the program.
For instance, consider the background theory B:
bird(x) ← penguin(x)
penguin(x) ← superpenguin(x)
bird(a), bird(b), penguin(c), penguin(d), superpenguin(e), superpenguin(f)
Consider also the set of examples E = E+ ∪ E− where E+ = {flies(a), flies(b),
flies(e), flies(f)} and E− = {flies(c), flies(d)}.
The result of the algorithm is the hypothesis H :
R1 : flies(x) ← bird(x)
R2 : ¬ flies(x) ← penguin(x)
R3 : flies(x) ← superpenguin(x)
where R1 has lower priority than R2 and R2 has lower priority than R3.
In such a non-monotonic framework, the goal is to learn strict predicates (e.g.
Fly whose penguin is a negative example) by generating default rules. This ap-
proach is not suited to learn strict concepts having default properties in their
definition (e.g. Bird whose penguin is a positive example despite the fact it is ex-
ceptional w.r.t. the Fly property). A further work could consist in using default
rules learned in this non-monotonic framework (e.g. R1, R2, R311) in order to
improve learning in C-CLASSICδε (for instance, positive and negative examples
of the concept Bird could be saturated with δ(Fliesε) or (Fliesε)ε using R1, R2
and R3). Note that the problem of learning with a non-monotonic background
knowledge is one of the possible directions for further research listed in [9].
Abduction [10,13] also is the basis for non-monotonic learning frameworks by

10 Theories where their set of contradictory rules can be separated into classes where
the rules in each class are totally ordered by the priority relation of the theory.

11 The presence of ¬ is not a problem since it is straighforward to add the negation
on atomic concepts in C-CLASSICδε (and the axiom A � ¬A ≡ ⊥ in the equational
system in order to take into account such incoherences.
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providing a uniform technique to handle negation as failure, incomplete predi-
cates and integrity constraints. We need also to compare our work with these
approaches.

As a conclusion, in this paper we have defined a problem setting concerning
learning concept in a framework combining a description logics allowing to define
concepts with default and excepted properties, and a background knowledge
represented by rules and default rules. We proposed a prior saturation of the
examples using the background knowledge and we showed that learning from
extended examples can lead to the construction of a more satisfactory learned
concept. More precisely, the learned concepts are smaller in size (they have
less disjuncts) and they are more general covering more examples which can be
identified as belonging to the target concept. The presence of defaults is a way
to improve the expressive power of the DL (few concepts can be defined with
necessary and sufficient properties using only strict knowledge) and therefore
to improve the learning process. Finally, note that the application of default
rules is difficult since it can lead to ambiguities. For instance, in [19] the authors
integrated defaults in DLs using incident rules of the form c1 →d c2 meaning
“whenever an object is an instance of c1 it is also an instance of c2 unless this is
in conflict with some other piece of knowledge”. This approach requires to handle
multi extensions by defining preference criteria (e.g. the preferred models contain
the most specific knowledge or the most applied defaults). In our framework, the
connectives δ and ε allow us to avoid this problem.
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